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A potent synergy
• Combining:
•
•
•
•

Subtle energy activation
Altered states of consciousness
Carefully chosen words
Intention and command

An emergent theme in energy psychology
Factors traditionally associated with
‘magic’

Themes and topics
• Accessing information: horizontally attuned to the client –
‘vertically’ attuned to (Primal) Source
• The linguistic access code:
• 1. I am ignorant and in error
• 2. I ask for forgiveness as I forgive
• 3. I seek truth and guidance

• Fractals of the cosmos – the 12 point grid
• Use of intention and command – words as energised symbol
codes – sound and voice and word as the primal initiation of
reality
• Light and colour – and visual image – as the second level of
creation
• Desynchronising the energy fields

Levels and dimensions
• Multiple levels and dimensions of human beings, and of the universe in
general
• Covert levels and dimensions beyond conventional particle-based spacetime
• Realms of information waves, responsive to intention and command
• Linking and unlinking of dimensions – the subtle energy system as an
interface
• Present and parallel realms
• Physicists William Tiller and Claude Swanson provide contrasting but
complementary models of higher-dimensional realities – both seeking to
take account of ‘paranormal’ or ‘anomalous’ phenomena

The inherent steps of energy psychology












Practitioners start by learning a technique – usually a particular
'brand' – often assuming that is the only brand
Awareness broadens to other EP techniques – and the beginnings
of appreciation of common principles amongst the wider genre
Tapping or holding acupressure and chakra points is just a first
step
Engaging with the subtle energy system seems naturally to
stimulate or enhance interest in higher dimensions and spiritual
realms
Many practitioners begin to give less emphasis to tapping or
holding and instead make more use of intention and prayer-like
activity
A meditative or altered state of consciousness seems a natural
feature of the work

William Tiller’s research and theory
• Duplex Reference Frame:

• The electrical particle realm – 4 dimensions of space
and time (D-space)
• The magnetic information realm – 4 further dimensions
(R-space)
• Plus the dimensions of emotion, mind, and spirit – thus
11 dimensions, and potentially more.
• R-space is directed by emotion and mind

• A hypothesised substance called Deltrons link the
otherwise separated realms of D-space and R-space
• Deltrons are enhanced by meditation

Tiller’s D-space and R-space

Tiller’s layers of the human being

Spirit, mind, and emotion affect changes in
the physical realm via Deltron coupling

Gravitation vs Levitation
• Substances in the electrical-particle
(atomic) realm exert gravitational
attraction
• Substances in the magnetic wave
(etheric) realm exert a repulsive
force of levitation
• Think of the ‘light-headed’ or
‘spacey’ feeling people report after
energy healing work!

The human energy system
functions at a higher gauge!
• The human energy system, of meridians, chakras,
and other components, operates at a higher
dimensional level – linked to Tiller’s R-space
• When we stimulate the subtle energy system, we
are accessing R-space
• This R-space is highly responsive to intention

• As a result, energy modalities are highly effective!

The 12 point lattice – a basic fractal?
12 point grids fit together
precisely, forming a
continuous lattice
Think of grids within grids,
from the tiniest to the
cosmic
Think of multiple
dimensional planes
Is this a description of an
aspect of the hidden
energetic structure of the
universe?

Qualities encoded in the signets of the embodied
12 point grid – tentative outline
1. Basic security on the earth – availability of lifesustaining air, food, and water
2. Basic security with parents – the mother-father
template
3. Finding life, friendship, and love with others
4. Sexuality
5. Being a centre of initiative
6. Connecting and bonding with higher dimensions
7. Receiving information and guidance from higher
dimensions
8. Expressing higher dimensions in words and
actions
9. Hearing the word of God/Source/Spirit
10. Understanding the word of God/Source/Spirit
11. Seeing with higher dimensional vision
12. Embracing a higher dimensional identity

What is errant coding in the 12 point grid
• Most forms of emotional and energetic perturbation are not encoded in
the 12 point grid. They express ordinary stress, distress, and the
psychodynamics of the mind.

• These forms of distress and psychodynamic conflict can be addressed
through work with meridians and chakras (and talking!)
• Errant coding in the 12 point grid is a more fundamental template
structuring recurrent dysfunctional patterns in the person’s mind,
behaviour, and life patterns. At this level, these dysfunctional patterns are
not motivated
• Errant coding concerns fundamental beliefs and prohibitions – analogous
to basic restrictions or errors built into a computer’s operating system
(thereby affecting all programmes run on the computer)
• Errant coding in signets 1-4 create dysfunctional experience in relation to
feeling at home on the earth, relationships with others, and sexuality.
• Errant coding in signet 5 creates problems in relation to autonomy and
shame
• Higher levels errant coding create prohibitions or distortions in relation to
spirituality and the higher dimensional perception

The Blue Diamond position
• The Blue Diamond is at the center point of the 12point grid
• Anatomically, it is just below the collar bones in the
center of the upper chest
• Think of it as the access point to your higher
dimensions
• Place two fingers of one hand there – and two fingers
of the other hand on the heart chakra
• The Blue Diamond may be expanded, so that you are
contained within this larger Blue Diamond – the
sacred inner healing space

Accessing higher dimensional guidance
• Centre point under collar bones
• Blue Diamond – becomes a blue
flame with a soft pale silverwhite aura
• Linguistic access code
(neutralising the ego):
• I am ignorant and in error
• I ask forgiveness and I forgive
• I seek truth

The spinning energy fields
• Top clockwise – bringing in fresh
energy – the rainbow shower
• Bottom counterclockwise – taking
toxins safely into the earth for
recycling – and receiving the gifts
of earth energy

The Power Correction for Reversal
The Spinning Fields of Flame !
• Uses imagery, intention,
and breath
• Activates the merkaba
fields
• The silver-white sphere …
and the blue diamond core
• Counter-clockwise [lower]
… negativity is sucked
down into the core of the
earth
• Clockwise [upper] … the
‘rainbow shower’

Characteristics of health living systems
• The system has healthy boundaries – allowing needed elements in, and
expelling or repelling unwanted elements. These boundaries must be
neither too rigid nor too porous.
• The system has the capacity to perceive truth – and privileges truth over
lies. It correctly identifies what is good.
• Each component of the system is held in balance by its relationship to
every other component. No one component, or group of components,
usurps the legitimate place or function of others.
• Fresh energy and truthful information (nutrition) constantly enters the
system, whilst waste and degraded information is expelled to be recycled in
the wider system.
• In sick people, these functions are not operating well

Possessed by ‘lies’
• Some people will muscle test strong to simple false statements (of no
emotional significance) – and weak to simple true statements
• This can be an indication their system has been overwhelmed by ‘lies’
– false or corrupted information
• They have lost the ability reliably to distinguish truth from lies
• The may have come from outside (e.g. family) but are now repeated
internally
• ‘Deleting the lies’ can be a powerful process

Deleting ‘lies’ and
corrupted information
from all dimensions
There may be corrupted information/lies in
any of the 12 dimensions
So we can ‘command’ deletion of ‘lies’ from:
D1 The physical body
D2 The emotional body
D3 The mental body (of thoughts and beliefs)
And D4-12
[And also delete energy parasites etc from
the various dimensions – bless, heal, remove]

Whilst we download ‘truth’ from the
higher dimensions
• Request downloading of the frequencies,
codings, and programs of ‘truth’ from the
higher dimensions
• Based on the person’s ‘organic living
template’
• From the clockwise spiral of the silver
rainbow sphere
• Ultimately, from Source
• [Whatever is removed must be replaced with
what is positive and truthful]

Multiple ‘synchronized universes’
• Multiple universes exist within the same
‘space’
• The fundamental particles of each are in
phase with each other, are
‘synchronized’
• Particles not in phase do not ‘recognize’
each other and cannot communicate

Main points of Swanson’s theory
• [1] The total energy and information in the universe is constant – as entropy
increases in one location, more order emerges in another location.
• [2] Our perceived universe consists of particles that are synchronized in terms of
their angular momentum and direction of spin. Other universes may coexist,
synchronized on different angular momentum and direction.
• [3] The basic fabric of the universes consists of torsion waves – right and left
spinning fields generated whenever particles or bodies spin. These carry
information and time. Both time and information can become more or less
dense. Torsion waves carry time and information from one place to another
place.
• [4] Our perceived reality is a hologram resulting from the interaction of
informational waves from both past and future.
• [5] Human consciousness generates torsion waves. Coherent torsion waves affect
physical reality and can also synchronize to other dimensions and realities.

Total energy and information is constant
• First, there is an assumption that the total energy
and information in the universe is constant – as
entropy increases in one location, more order
emerges in another location. One observation
supporting this hypothesis is that the universe
does not appear to be winding down – stars
collapse and become black holes, but new stars
also form.

Particles within the same universe
are ‘synchronized’
• A second assumption is that, at the
level of the tiniest particles, those that
comprise our universe are all ‘in phase’,
in terms of their direction of angular
rotation and frequency – they are
phase-locked. All such particles register
each other as part of the same universe
– they ‘read’ and ‘see’ each other and
are thus ‘synchronized’. Particles that
are not phase-locked will be ‘invisible’
within our universe. There can be many
different universes within the same
‘space’, each consisting of their own
synchronized phase. Other-dimensional
beings may consist of synchronised
non-physical constellations of
consciousness.

Synchronization – analogy with strobe light

‘Torsion’ fields
• Torsion fields: spinning or spiralling waves of energy and
information – essentially subtle energy – that are emitted by a
wide range of actions, geometrical shapes, chemical
processes, atomic and subatomic particles, and human
consciousness.
• At points of increasing entropy – such as evaporation of
acetone – torsion waves are emitted that turn a pendulum
spinning to the right.
• At points of decreasing entropy (negentropy), such as plant
growth, torsion waves are emitted that would turn a
pendulum spinning to the left. These are different from
electromagnetic waves.

Desynchronizing the energy fields
(inspired by Swanson’s theory of the synchronized universe)
• Go into the Blue Diamond position
• Target the energy fields of the problematic pattern. Sufficient work must have
been done to enable the person’s system to be willing to release the entire
pattern
• Go back in time to heal the origins
• Go forward in time to heal the future – and to a point in the future when the
energy field no longer exists
• Go to the present, to heal the present expression of the energy field
• Command all the fundamental particles of the energy field to desynchronize – to
go out of phase – to become complete entropy – all information lost and
returned to Source
• Welcome the new energy field – the gift from Source (speak the words that come
spontaneously)

The paradoxical energy test result!
• Test for the presence of the
problem – should test no
• Test for whether the problem was
ever present – this too will test no if
the desynchronization has been
successful
• The system no longer registers the
problem as ever having been
present
• It has been deleted!

The ‘power of now’ – the choice point
• The present moment provides an opportunity for change – a new
decision (compare also with the effects of meditation)
• Contrast with being fixed in images of the past – or unchosen images
of the future
• For some people, the choice of a future different from the past is felt
to be not possible
• The prospect leads to panic – the threat of annihilation of the
imaginary self perceived as real
• Analogy with psychiatric diagnostic labels – experienced as
constraining, yet also reassuringly structuring.

Manifesting our goals and desires
• Once the sabotage patterns are removed
• And our energy system is functioning well
• We can manifest our desires (provided
they are for the highest good)
• Enter the blue flame
• Into the crystalline sphere
• You are the projectionist at the centre of
your hologram

• 1. Intend, as far as possible, to do no harm.
Sometimes, despite our good efforts, we do
inadvertently cause harm. We must then try to
put this right as best we can.

Ten
‘commandments’
for ethical EP

• 2. Seek to serve (rather than exploit)
• 3. Do not command higher fees from clients
than they can realistically afford.
• 4. Respect the client’s autonomy. Do not:
Control or manipulate
Violate boundaries
Impose your own agenda
Impose your own values
Impose your own beliefs

• 5. Do not assume you ‘know’. Instead, acknowledge
your ignorance and error – seek truth

• 6. Do not promise more than you can deliver
• 7. Do not misrepresent your credentials, even by
subtle implication

Ten
‘commandments’
cdt

• 8. Do not lie to your client
• 9. Acknowledge your client as a sacred Unknown
Other. If you prove trustworthy, this Unknown Other
may reveal something of him/herself.

• 10. Allow yourself to be guided by a combination of
your own deepest wisdom and the client’s deepest
wisdom – but giving priority to the indicators from
your client’s system.

Connecting to Source

Further information:
• www.philmollon.co.uk
• These slides posted under
ACEP 2018
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